Fleet Maintenance
Diesel Exhaust Fluid

The Clean Air Act requires reduced emissions for medium and heavy-duty diesel engines manufactured from 2010 on. Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is an additive for diesel engines that reduces emissions of nitrogen oxides.

Selective Catalytic Reduction helps reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides. Diesel Exhaust Fluid is a key element in that process.

As of Jan. 1, 2013 all new over-the-road diesel vehicles will use DEF. Corcraft was the first NYS manufacturer licensed by the American Petroleum Institute (API) to use the DEF Certification Seal. Corcraft is designated the Preferred Source for DEF by the OGS Procurement Council.
The manufacturing, dispensing, and reuse of containers are handled according to ISO standards. Corcraft can equip drums and totes with Closed Dispensing Systems (CDS). The Closed Dispensing System consists of a special valve assembly to prevent contamination during filling and dispensing, which is critical to DEF performance and engine life.

Corcraft offers DEF in the following container sizes:

1 gal  2.5 gal  5 gal  55 gal  275 gal  330 gal

Large fleets usually purchase by the tote (275 or 330 gallons). Dispensing equipment is sold separately.
Vehicle Wash

Vehicle wash is a concentrated detergent formulated to remove tough soils from passenger vehicles, buses, sanitation trucks and other heavy-use vehicles. It is sold concentrated, and it must be diluted with water. It is safe to use on:

- Metals (painted or unpainted)
- Glass
- Plastic
- Neoprene rubber
- 3M vehicle decals

Corcraft offers Vehicle Wash in the following container sizes:

- 1 gal
- 5 gal
- 15 gal
- 30 gal
- 55 gal
- 265 gal
Windshield Washer Fluid

We sell our windshield washer fluid in two concentrations of methanol:

34% ready to use
Use to -30° F. This is the highest % concentration allowable by federal law without dilution.

49% concentration
Must be diluted by customer.

It is sold in 55 gallon drums, but we can package it in other containers to meet customer needs.
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